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Wake Up Texas
Border Crisis? Sure...But Really it’s a TEXAS CRISIS!
This administration doesn’t see a crisis from DC in the basement
of the White House or Maryland. From most of the other 49 states
this is really a non-issue. This is a “Texas Crisis,” with over 4,000
Illegals crossing the Mexican border daily, coming into law abiding
neighborhoods, setting up tent cities, trashing up Texas quaint little
towns, being bused all around the state and taking American Jobs.
Texas is the Biggest Bible, Gun and Freedom Loving State which is a threat
to the Biden, Soros, Obama take over. This open border explosion is actually
retalitory payback for Texas announcing it’s 100% opening against this Democrat
rule of lockdown and submission. Covid or not this is just a massive influx of
very near future Democrat Voters living off Texas and the American Taxpayer.
Texas Rider and Music News Magazine is asking for All Texas Patriots to contact
their 2 elected Republican Sentors and 22 elected
Republican House Representatives,
to speak out and have your voice heard and demand an end to
this Illegal Invasion
of Drug Runners, Human Sex Traffickers and Everyone crossing the border.
You will find a Full Congressional Contact List on page 3.
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WE RIDE AND WE WIN BIG
bikerlawyer.com

Motorcycle Injuries are
PERSONAL to Us
Injured on a Bike?

Call Us - We’ll make’em pay!

(866) 357-5885
Cole Legal Group – Principal Office Dallas

OFFICE LOCATIONS
Dallas | Austin | Houston | San Antonio | Waxahachie
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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR /
PUBLISHER
I’ll start by taking us back to January 6th 2021. The day
that the House and Senate are to do their constitutional
duty and confirm the electoral college votes. Now there
are always contested votes on both sides and that is
nothing new, actually expected. The proceeding is
always overseen by the current Vice President. So here
are my thoughts, Our current Vice President at that
time decided to NOT stand up and do his duty, I believe
Treasonist. All he needed to do is a legitimate and legal
routine. That when the 5 or 6 states in question where
contested that they then be sent back to the states in
question to be rechecked for the specific contested
reasons and reconfirmed. The state legislatures then
do as they are constitutionally obligated to do in an
expedited time frame, then send them back to the
House. VP Mike Pence decided to abandon his duty
and office as well as his President, Donald J. Trump. He
did nothing with the contested votes except let them all
go through confirmed. He had the ability to stand up
not only for his President of the past four years but also
his own re-election, Yet he failed to do so. He failed to
have the balls to stand up and challenge what he and
everyone knows was a sham and cheated stolen election.
I personally believe that this whole cheated Covid
Election fiasco was a forethought, pre-planned and
masterfully carried out. Trust me, I always work and
think from facts, I have never conspiracy theoried
anything. What happened here from behind the scenes
was planned the entire four years of the Donald J.
Trump presidency, The reason, because he had to be
stopped and taken down by any means no matter how
bad for this America and it’s people. Our Awesome
President was too much of a hindrance to the Democrat
Party. He knew and saw all that went on and was on
his way to put an end to their financial escapades, He
would stop their illegal money flow from the people, the
tax payers through the government into their personal
pockets. I’m sure it started early on with the Leader
Barack Obama, I might even endeavor to believe that
he or a surrogate contacted China and arranged for this
Covid plague to be released upon the world at just the
right timing for this election year. Now it’s not just the
money, even though that is very important to them,
but what is as important to them is Power. They must
have that. Look at what happened over the past year.
They must have control, They must control You the
people. Pastors where jailed for holding church services,
Mothers where thrown off of airplanes and arrested for
taking their kids to the park, restaurants, bars and all
businesses where shutdown, they ordered everyone to
wear masks. Democrat Government must be in control,
they have to be your parents because you are not able
to do for yourself and make your own decisions. You

must be told. Look back at how masterfully orchestrated
this was done through the mainsteam media and social
media networks at their beckon call to decide what you
should know, what you should see and what you should
hear.
Then there is “racism”, You know who is racist,
everyone that complains about racism. They have to
deflect it from themselves. The democrats created
racism, the KKK was the early enforcement arm of
the Democrat party, Democrat Senator Robert Carlyle
Byrd was a Grand Wizard in the Ku Klux Klan. One of
the Democrats favorite funding missions is Planned
Parenthood founded by Margaret Sanger, activist and
racist, there origin was to control the population in
the black community. Look at where in the country all
their offices are, in the inner city, black neighborhoods.
Now in this cancel culture even “Math” is racist, that is
because Democrats think black kids are too stupid to
learn math so it must be “white supremacist.”
The Democrat party wants to give you whatever they
say you need, and take away everything they do not
want you to have, such as Guns and Free Speech. You
see closing the bars had to happen because that is the
gathering place for idea’s, Idea’s that they do not want
you to have. You see to them an “idea” is an “uprising,”
this has happened before and I believe it needs to
happen again now. We have to fight for our freedoms as
we have in the past or they will be lost
So here we are today, at the time of this writing about 8
weeks into a Biden-Harris administration. I have never
seen so much destruction to our great country in such
a very short time. This is truly a progressive takeover
and third term of Obama, He is making all the decisions
through his surrogate Susan Rice, giving directions
to the meager Joe Biden. We have to stop all that is
happening now, we must stand up, we must fight back
to save this country. Listen folks, we are Tough Texans,
185 years ago we were under siege at the Alamo, what
did they do, they fought back. Thus, “Come and Take it.”
We don’t need the government to do anything, to give
us anything, to tell us anything, We will live, survive and
strive all on our own. This is Texas.
Stay tuned, more to come, we’re not done, we are just
getting started!
Rick Rose
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MUSIC QUIZ
QUESTIONS

By: Lincoln
with Help From my friends,
Missy and Taunya

This quiz has Texas Rider and Music News Magazine’s 3 Favorite topics...
Guns, Motorcycles, and Texas!
FIRST CATEGORY: GUNS
1. In Areosmith’s 1989 album “Pump”, Who has a gun?
“_____________ got a gun.”
A: __________________

7. In 1983, The song “Ride to Live, Live to Ride” came out by this band that rode
and lived what they sang about. “You can hear Dee Snider making himself
heard over a barrelling, chrome-plated, fist pumping anthem.”
A: ________________________

2. “How come you still got his gun in your hand?” is a line in what Eagles song?

8. This song was written by Roger McGuinn, of the Byrds, with input from Bob
Dylan. It was written for the still famous motorcycle movie of similar name.

A: _____________________

A: ________________________

3. “Billy’s got a gun” is performed by what band in 1983?

4. “Big Gun” was a song released in 1993 as a single by what band?

9. This song is a 2002 philosophical travel memoir by Neal Peart, the drummer
and main lyricist for the Canadian Progressive Rock Band, Rush. It chronicles
Peart’s long distance motorcycle riding throughout North and Central America
in the 1990’s as he contemplated his life and came to terms with grief over
over the deaths of his daughter and wife.

A: ________________________

A: ______________________

5. “Machine Gun” was a song written by what rock and roll icon?
It loosely defined protest of the Vietnam War.

10. “Slow Ride” is a song by what British Rock Band? It was the lead single from
their 5th studio album, “Fool for the city,” (1975)

A: _________________________

A: ______________________

6. This song by Lynyrd Skynyrd was about gaining dominance on the music
chart. (if a song is #12 with a bullet point, It is at #12 but will probably go
higher the next week.)

THIRD CATEGORY: TEXAS

A: ________________________

A: ___________________________
7. “Shotgun Willie” was the 16th studio album released in 1973 by which country
icon?
A: ___________________________
8. Members of the Lynyrd Skynyrd Band said this song was in reply to the speech
Obama gave where he referred to Americans who “Cling to Guns or Religion.”
A: ____________________________
9. This song was made famous by Texas blues legend, Stevie Ray Vaughan. It was
a common name for the burial grounds of gunfighters, or those who died with
their boots on.
A: ____________________________
10. “Don’t take your guns to town” is a song written, recorded and released in
1958 by what country icon?
A: ______________________________
SECOND CATEGORY: MOTORCYCLES

1. This song is a traditional American folk song dating back to at least the 1850’s.
Several versions of this song have been recorded by Elvis Presley, Willie
Nelson,and Mitch Miller. Emily West was the inspiration for it’s creation.
A: _______________________
2. This Marty Robbins song, released in 1959, became Robbins’ best known song
about a women named Feleena.
A: ________________________
3. These are the last lines in the song George Strait sings about Texas..., “Some
folks think I’m hidin’
Some folks think I’ve died
But I’m alive and well in Tennessee...”
A: _________________________
4. “If you’re gonna play in Texas, You gotta have a ___________ in the band.”
A: __________________________

1. This song was a #1 pop hit in 1964 sung by the girl band, “The Shangrilas.”

5. Restless Heart is known for the song about beautiful eyes haunting him.

A: ______________________________

A: __________________________

2. “Midnight Rider” was primarily written and sung by this legendary music
artist. Later on, Willie Nelson also recorded his own version.
A: ______________________________
3. Bon Jovi’s song about the life of a rock star, written in the perspective of a
cowboy in the wild west.“I’m a Cowboy, On a Steel Horse I Ride”
A: ______________________________
4. Meatloaf made this song famous. It was also the title to the album, and usually
the last song played at his concerts. The song is about a boy who wants to
take the girl he loves out of their dead-end town but dies on his motorcycle in
the attempt.
A: ______________________________
5. Considered to be one of Poison’s best songs.
“Hearts of Fire
Streets of Stone
Modern Warriors
Saddle Iron Horses of Chrome”
It was said to have you feeling the wind blowing on your back as you ride by on
your Harley.

6. ...Brought down angels from the promised land, He gave ‘em a place where
they could dance if you want to see heaven, brother, here’s your chance, I’ve
been sent to spread the message... - by “Little Texas”
A: __________________________
7. “A - Haw Haw Haw”
A: __________________________
8. “The stars at night, are big and bright...”
A: ___________________________
9. George is going “where” by Morning?
A: _____________________________

A: ______________________________

10. Gary P. Nunn sings...
“It’s the big timber round Nacogdoches”
“It’s driving El Camino Real into San Antone”
“It’s the Riverwalk and Mi Tierra jamm’ out with Bongo Joe”
“It’s stories of the Menger Hotel and the Alamo!”
(Remember the Alamo!)

6. “Panheads Forever” was written by this life-long renegade, singer/songwriter.

A: ______________________________

A: _______________________________

Answers on Page 11
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Memories of an “Old School Biker”

I have been reflecting on all the good times I had. I’ve spent 55
years riding through the sunshine and the storms. I remember in
1972 the Mountain View festival turned into a mini Woodstock
with Bikers and Hippies everywhere. The Bandido Motorcycle Club
had a small Uhaul type truck blasting Music all over the valley.
Pink Floyds Song Time never sounded better. We were out by the
swinging bridge at Allyson. It was fun to watch naked folks jump off
the bridge. I hopped on back of a friends bike and rode to town as
I did not have mine up there. I almost got put in jail for no helmet.
The law folks were not happy with at all. When I got in town on
the square there was parties everywhere. They had a small jail and
people were hanging their arms out yelling call my parents to come
get me out. There was only one or two pay phones back then and
long lines were waiting to use them. There was banjo picking and
small groups of folks playing the songs of old. It was a blast to sit
and listen to them. When we got back to the river, because it was
raining all weekend I wondered around til I found my brothers
truck. I got in and drank a bottle of his Boones Farm Strawberry hill
and munched on his snacks, there was no food to be found in town.
It was also hilarious to see old David Hooker ride his dirt bike all
over the place and piss folks off when he rode to close. He always
had that patch on his old jeans that said Catch me if you can. He was
a damn good motorcross rider back then.

I remember in 2002 a bunch of us rode up to Big Sturgis. We rode
across South Dakota in excess of 100 mph at times. The cops were
in the median but never came after us. There were various scattered
bike parts here and there that you had to watch out for. I was on
my old 82 BMW R100. I loved that bike so much. We stayed at the
Buffalo Chip and man there no holds barred there. I didn’t even
have a tent. I had anchored a tarp to the ground and attached it to
my bike. I didn’t know I was in a slight depression, until it came one
of those gulley washers that night. I felt water running on me. I got
up and found an empty spare tent the guys had put up and stayed
dry the rest of the night. We went to town once and it took over an
hour and a half because of traffic. The old beemer got hot sitting in
the mess so when I got back I didn’t go to town again. I Went to the
Full Throttle Saloon and had a few, quite a few cold ones watching
the pretty bartenders dance on the bar. Back at the Chip it got wild,
you can just imagine what went on at the mechanical bull. Two
girls got on the bull and said they were from Iowa. All I can say is
they put on a show to remember. It rained out a lot of Concerts but
I was up front when Billy Idol came on stage with his bike. He got
off and said I guess this is better for and old man rather than stay
home and masturbate. The crowd went wild and all the girls started
taking their panties off and throwing them on the stage. Two of
them wanted me to take their picture in a state of natural birthday
suits. It was a blast. WE would wake up in the morning all hung over
and take off riding to all the sites. Devils tower was cool as hell. The
Mount Rushmore carvings looked smaller than I thought but we
were on the viewing platform which was a little farther away. The
ride home was hot and windy like a blowing furnace across the state.
I lost a wheel bearing before Mitchell and limped in to the Yamaha
shop. The guy was extremely helpful and the next day located a
bearing. He fixed it and charged me a very reasonable amount and
we were on our way. I have to say I was worn out by the time I made
it home.
Other memorable trips were to Bike Week or Biketoberfest. My
brother lives in Dothan and we would ride down together. We often
stayed at Deland at the Rivera where he had a small trailer. I always
enjoyed sleeping out on the covered porch. Every time we went
we had a blast, Main street was full of characters, from old bikers
to Rubs who had new leathers and you could tell they were trailer
queens. I enjoyed going out to Ormond to the Iron Horse Saloon.
My old friend Jasmine Cain played out there alot. The Ice Cream
Man from hell was there. I’d get a walking chop and many beers,
You had to be real careful because the cops were strict as hell. In
the old days you could hang out on the beach all day and watch
people ride by. We always had to go to the Last Resort which had a
feel of old. It was home to Aileen Wuornos the female serial killer,
and of course not to skip the Cabbage Patch to watch the cole slaw

wrestling. We started going in 1977 and went almost every year in
the nineties and up to 2015. I Plan to make it to Biketoberfest this
year if the creek don’t rise. I would usually ride straight through 960
miles to home on the last day. One year on a 883 sportser with just a
corbin pad. Rode just fine for me.
In 2014 I rode to Portland. On day one at night I rode from
Arkansas to the Interstate 80 and found a place to stay. Day two
from there to Denver. Next day to Salt Lake City and stayed with a
friend. I rode all the way through to Portland the nex day through
Idaho and Oregon. I will never forget that ride along the Columbian
river to Portland for 100 cold windy mile’s. Baker Oregon was like
being in the 50’s. They had by law to pump your gas. That was a
beautiful friendly town. I loaded my daughters stuff in a u-haul and
put my bike in the back. The next day a long drive to Ojai California.
Man it was a twisty as hell road off the interstate across the
mountains. I was glad to have made it. In the morning we unloaded
and I took off toward Kingman AZ. Nucor had a mill there which
I almost transferred out to. After staying on route 66 that night I
headed out and made it to Amarillo. Stayed the night there and
heading home the next day in the very hot humid weather across
Oklahoma and Arkansas to the NE corner.
I often think about all the The bikes I’ve owned and the miles
I’ve ridden. Places that seem like a dream now. Sturgis, Daytona,
Skullbone TN. Little Sturgis Ky, Atwood TN. and Damn just out in
the country, rivers, lakes, hanging out with my Club Brothers, all the
Charity Events, and in a sadder note, all the wakes and last rides I’ve
been. Old and young bikers who I miss dearly. I wish them peace
and to know they are GBNF.
It’s getting warmer now, that cold Artic blast was a doozie and I
know it affected most of our nation. I had busted pipes after the
thaw but I got them all fixed, at first, finding fittings was hard as
they were just about sold out. Both of my bikes are in decent shape.
I do worry about the old Mallory single fire ignition on the shovel
but we shall see. I lost several Crane MK IVs in the heat in the past.
Since I am getting better I plan to do a lot more riding this year.
At 67 I’ve practically broke almost as many bones as Evil Kneivel.
But I can still get on a bike and ride all day. Im grateful that I can do
this. I’ll save some of my other adventures until next time. Godspeed
to all and please be safe and keep an eye on your Brothers. Much
love and respect to all of you, especially the Red and Gold nation.
Snowman,
DeadHeadBiker@Live.com
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THE
“GOOD PATRIOT”
How do we fight back?”
The number one question I get asked is, “how do we fight back?”
How do we fight back when faced with the reality that powerful
people are trying to destroy our American freedom and
implement a system that goes against our values and quite
frankly, logic as well.
We know that through plans like Agenda 2030, Joe Biden’s
“Build Back Better” and the World Economic Forum’s “Great
Reset,” that their bottom line goal is to bring about a Communist
system. They want to usher that in by controlling all water, land,
minerals, resources, information, education, transportation, and
the food supply. And they will do it by using various tactics.
If you’re questioning whether this whole agenda we’re
discussing is real…
- look up the information on their own websites where they
discuss their plans
- watch the laws they are making, especially concerning gun
control because they know that you need to be unarmed for
them to carry out their plans
- watch how big businesses are working with them to spread
their agendas through social justice campaigns and blocking
opposing views
- and listen to the words of politicians when they talk about using
the pandemic and climate change as an opportunity to “reset”
the entire world economic system
A quick side note about gun control, we know that Justin
Trudeau in Cananda is 100% in on The Great Reset plan. He is
now pushing for another drastic gun ban where they will even be
trying take away Canadian’s right to own airsoft and pellet guns.
When a government doesn’t want you to have airsoft gun, you
know things are not good.
You may be thinking, why are they doing this and why do they
want to control us? I don’t have the mind of a psychopath so
I don’t know. But given the severe lack of integrity in our own
government, it does seem like power makes people do immoral
things. To the normal person, it may seem illogical that anyone
would want to control society, but it comes down to this: some
people are just evil and the drug of power and control can be very
intoxicating. I know how intoxicating chocolate peanut butter ice
cream can be to me so I can only imagine what it would be like if
control over the whole world and wealth beyond my imagination
were offered to me. Personally, I wouldn’t want it though. I just
want the ice cream …and the freedom to eat it when I want, to
make it, to sell it and to use it as a self-defense weapon against an
enemy foreign or domestic, if needed (wink, wink)
So how do we fight back against a system that is trying to
disarm, destroy and control the population?
The most practical thing you can do right now is make it so you
are completely independent of
that system.
They can’t control you if you don’t need them.
We are at war and not all wars include bombs and
bullets

This is a war using different weapons so we need to think
differently about how we fight back. Don’t think that the weapons
we use will be any less important than guns and physical battle.
Also understand that I am not saying that those things aren’t
needed. There is a lot of information and strategy to cover in this
area and it can be very overwhelming so I am going to start with a
few easier but extremely important suggestions.
Number one: Turn off Main Stream Media
The media is their #1 propaganda machine. For decades, our
population has been used as an experiment in how to program
the way people think and feel about certain things. The CIA did
this with a project called “Operation Mockingbird” starting in the
1950s and I guarantee you they are still doing it today.
Don’t believe me?
Look up videos about newscasters using the same exact words
across many different channels. Ninety percent of all major
media outlets are owned by a few companies/people and those
people are not standing for your freedom.
Remember: If they can’t reach you, they can’t influence you.
Same with Big Tech / Social Media.
Most people, especially those under 35, are now getting their
news and current event information from social media channels
only. As we have seen in the last few years, these major social
channels are highly biased towards the Left, Progressive thinking
and politics. Social justice, perpetuating white guilt, feelings over
facts and the glorification of things that destroy healthy lifestyles
and strong families are promoted while conservative values, truth
and the questioning of evil actions and actual crimes are censored
and silenced. This creates a focused tunnel of only one way of
thinking that cannot be questioned or refuted without being
punished with censorship or all out deletion of your account.
They are creating an information tunnel, so if you use those
channels, only one way to think and feel will be promoted
and shown.
Think of Social Media giants as Operation Mockingbird on
steroids. They are an unchecked communication giant with bad
intentions that government has done nothing to control so it’s up
to us to do something about it. Getting rid of major social media
like Facebook, Instagram and Twitter is a very hard thing to do
because we have grown so attached to connecting with other
people in that way, but you will still be able to do that on
alternative, freedom-friendly websites like Gab, Telegram and
Bitchute. I am also moving all of my video content onto the
Warrior Poet Society Network which I urge you to check out,
especially for information on the physical side of fighting back
(www.watchwpsn.com - code: GoodPatriot will get you 10% off).
Mainstream Media, social media and Hollywood have had a
huge role is destroying our America and they are not going to
suddenly grow a conscience and start playing fair. We can see
more censorship coming through the desire of the elite to set up
systems to “combat disinformation.”Their “disinformation” is
basically anything that speaks against or questions their plans or
promotes your conservative, patriotic views. Their censorship is
going to get worse and so is their ability to track everything you
do through your phone. Which leads me to our next action step…
Continued on Page 17
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FIREARMS REVIEW
BROUGHT TO YOU BY: DEFIANT ARMS, FORT WORTH
DEFIANT-ARMS.COM
817-361-4328
DEFIANTARMS@CHARTER.NET

Best Concealed Carry Guns In 2021 (Updated!)
By Dick Jones
Looking to go armed, but are stuck in the weeds as to what to arm yourself
with? Here are 23 excellent concealed carry guns to cover your six. Self-defense
has moved to the forefront of Americans’ minds, and scores have clamored
after concealed carry guns like no other time in recent history. That raises
a question. What exactly is the best concealed carry gun? We have some
suggestions. But before we move on to our picks for the best covert heaters,
we should cover a few key points about going armed and buying a gun for this
particular niche. But if the fundamentals are old hat to you, please feel free to
skip ahead to our picks.
Proof of regular firearms training
will favor you heavily in the event
of a legal battle after a gunfight.

concealability, make carrying comfortable, and facilitate a smooth draw and
re-holster. That’s a mouthful.
Unfortunately, we don’t have the magic bullet so that you hit the perfect
holster your first time out. Nobody does. All we can say is, expect plenty of trial
and error and a closet shelf of rejects before you find the ideal hanger for your
concealed carry gun.
Concealed Carry Gun Fit
No two concealed carry guns are alike nor are two armed citizens. In turn, the
pistol that works for you might be unwieldy to your friend. What this comes
down to is fit, and there are two basic factors pertaining to a concealed carry
gun.
How the gun fits your hand, How the gun fits your style of carry.
Most new shooters tend to think all guns are alike. They pick a trustworthy
name and assume all is right with the world.
Nothing could be further from the truth.

Concealed Carry Lifestyle
Above all, becoming an armed citizen is a lifestyle choice. By this we mean,
your life will conform around your concealed carry gun. Don’t let this scare you
off. It’s less daunting than it seems, yet it merits comment.
The greatest demand going armed makes is mastery of your firearm. Just like
buying a guitar doesn’t make a musician, purchasing a concealed carry gun
doesn’t make you an expert in self-defense nor the use of lethal force. You must
educate yourself, practice and continue doing so. Essentially, it’s a lifetime
undertaking. Don’t throw up your hands, because it’s the hardest work you’ll
ever love with a side benefit of a lot of range time.
After purchasing a concealed carry gun, plan
on finding a reputable firearms instructor and
enrolling in his or her classes. In the state of Texas
we suggest and recommend Chance McCLoud,
ChancesConcealedCarry.com.
Generally, they’ll offer different levels of training, from
basic pistol courses many states require to procure a
concealed carry permit, to instruction on advanced
concepts such as dynamic shooting, low-light engagements and mindset. Legal
education is a must as well. America is a patchwork of self-defense laws, so be
certain you find something tailored to where you live and travel so you have a
well-formed idea of when, where and how you can justifiably use lethal force.
Once you have basic instruction under your belt, plan on refresher courses in
the future. In the meantime, practice. We won’t prescribe a particular regimen
here, because it will differ for each armed citizen. Your individual training
should result in knowing your concealed carry gun inside and out, from muzzle
to butt and all the quirks in between. Range time is the most obvious arena for
learning and excelling with your pistol or revolver.But a solid routine of dryfire drills at home works miracles on a learning curve and doesn’t cost a thing.
The other lifestyle aspect that comes with a concealed carry gun is clothing.
Yup, that wardrobe is going to need updating, most likely. Unless you’re
still mired in the baggy days of the grunge movement, it’s a safe bet much of
your wardrobe won’t keep your gun concealed. Or, if it does, you’ll feel plum
uncomfortable. Again, we won’t touch on the fine points here — there are loads
of them. Just expect to make a clothing investment along with your concealed
carry gun.
Holsters
Hand-in-hand with clothing is a holster. You didn’t think you were going to
tuck that baby in your waistband naked, did you? This is a vast topic, given the
numerous types of concealed carry holsters on the market today:
IWB, OWB, Shoulder,Ankle, Bell Band, Pocket, Various Off The Body
Each has pros and cons and fit certain armed citizens, but not all of them.
However, essentially all of them do the same job: retain the gun, cover the
trigger (among the most important), protect you and the gun, enhance

A gun needs to fit your hand properly, facilitating a fundamental high grip,
otherwise, there can be control issues. Even the relatively mild-mannered
9mm is jumpy if oversized compared to a particular shooter. Gunmakers have
engineered some wiggle room into their guns; most new polymer-framed
pistols come with replaceable backstraps and palm swells of different sizes
allowing for a level of customization. Take the time to find the make/model
that fits you best. A good tactic is to go to a range that has a good selection of
guns for rent, and give the ones you’re interested in a test drive. The proof is in
the pudding, as they say.
This shooter controls the recoil
in the Glock G35 with good
fundamentals of Stance, Position
and Grip.

As to carry fit, the whole idea behind a concealed carry gun is to keep it
concealed. Depending on who you are, how you carry and your particular
lifestyle, not every gun will fit the bill. While a 250-pound trucker might easily
keep a Government-size 1911 under wraps no problem, a 98-pound business
executive might find it more challenging. Think hard about your usual attire
(yes, you’ll update some of it), daily routine and potential carry methods as you
go through the buying process. These will provide guide marks steering you to
the ideal concealed carry gun.
The Best Caliber?
Hoo boy … here’s a can of worms. Ask 100 people the best caliber for a
concealed carry gun is and you’ll get 100 answers,probably including 8.5 Mars,
.455 Webley and some other oddballs. The topic is so divisive friendships
have been lost and gun forums burned to the ground arguing what’s top dog.
Presently, the most popular concealed carry calibers are:
.380 ACP
.38 Special
9mm
.40 S&W
.45 ACP
10mm
.357 Magnum
So, which one is right? The dirty secret is, all of them.
Given ammunition advancements over the past 20 years, particularly bullet
design, every one of the cartridges can save your life. The rub is, some of the
smaller and lower velocity options, .380 ACP and .38 Special, we’re looking at,
require more homework to find acceptable self-defense loads. The big boys,
10mm and .357 Magnum—require more skill to wield effectively. Don’t let
either factor turn you off any of those if the particular concealed carry gun that
fits you is chambered thusly. Just expect to spend more time making them
work.
Continued on Page 9
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Firearms Review Continued from Page 8
That leaves us with 9mm, .40 S&W and .45 ACP. These are the most popular
self-defense calibers on the market. Again, we can’t choose for you, only point
out each that is an effective option, capable of neutralizing a threat and are
widely available. You need to find what you shoot best and that comes in a
make/model that fits your lifestyle. A range that rents guns is invaluable for
puzzling this out. Take each for a spin before you buy!

Mossberg MC2c
Convenience and capacity, it seems like a
never-ending tug-of-war for concealed carry
guns. Go for one and you typically
drastically affect the other. Aiming to address
just this, Mossberg might have hit the sweet
spot with a welcome advancement of its MC
line of pistols.

What about a .22 LR and other small fries? While inadvisable for most armed
citizens, if that’s all you can get or effectively shoot, it’s better than nothing.

15 of the best concealed carry guns to depend on:
Springfield Hellcat
As pointed out below, the Sig P365
is a game-changer. The Springfield
Hellcat is proof. Quicky embracing
the micro-compact concept, the
Illinois concern cooked up a direct
competitor to the popular Sig.
And in many respects produced a
concealed
carry gun option that runs neck and
neck with the original.
No larger than a compact .380 ACP, the striker-fired is among the smallest
9mm options available today. By the tape, it measures in at 1-inch in width,
6-inches in length and weighs in at 18-ounce. Pretty dang concealable and easy
to carry by anyone’s standards. At the same tick, the Hellcat offers everything
you’d expect out of a much larger concealed carry pistol, especially capacity.
Out of the box, the 3-inch barreled pistol boasts more firepower than nearly
anything in its class, shipping with an 11-round magazine. Invest in a 13-round
extended-capacity magazine, well folks, you’ll holster an iron flirting with a
full-sized pistol’s capacity.
Outfitted with adaptive grip texturing, the Hellcat offers a positive grip when
you need it, yet the ability to reposition your hand when you need to. A flatfaced trigger combined with a featherweight break and short reset ups the
pistol’s accuracy resume, as well as allows it to run when needed. Breaking
from the heard, Springfield opted for a slightly new sighting system, jettisoning
the traditional three-dot sights for a U-notch. Similar in concept, the execution
differs in that shooters place the fiber-optic front pipe in the white outlined
U-notch. A fast and intuitive system, few will miss the old way of building a
sight picture.

Minted the MC2c, the double-stack pistol vastly improves on the original
MC1sc’s capacity, while keeping proportions nearly the same. Holding 13+1
rounds with its flush-fit magazine (15+1 extended mag), the pistol doubles
the firepower of the single-stack 9mm. At the same tick, its barrel-length and
height are only fractions of an inch greater than its older brother. Quite a feat,
one Mossberg pulled off by turning to steel magazines for more structural
support.
As tidy as the original, the MC2c also boasts the same top features, such as
flat-faced trigger, oversized trigger guard
and simple takedown.
Stoeger STR-9 Compact
Let’s be honest here, there’s not a lot original
with the STR-9. Yeah, it has a fairly unique
slide with aggressive cocking serrations, but
get under the hood and it’s essentially a Glock
clone. Nearly a dead ringer at that. Though, it’s
one that comes in at a fraction of the price and
offers nearly identical performance.
For this, we should all rejoice Stoeger has
extended the line of 9mm striker-fired pistols with the STR-9 Compact. Rightsized for concealed carry, the double-stack pistol might be among the best
values on the market today. Interchangeable backstraps, snappy trigger, great
reset, it has everything you’d want out of a serious defensive piece.
Of course, it tends to the larger side of concealed carry guns weighing in at 24
ounces. But with 10+1 rounds of 9mm on tap (13+1 extended mag), the doublestack is well worth the extra burden. MSRP: $329
Ruger LCRx 3-Inch
Ruger introduced the LCRx 3-inch to its
line-up a year ago, but the revolver more
than deserves its place on this concealed
carry handgun list. All in all, it might be
one of the top everyday carry wheelguns
out there.

Perhaps best of all, the Hellcat comes in as one of the most affordable options
in its class. In turn, it gives little excuse for not going small for every-day carry.
MSRP: $569
S&W M&P Shield EZ in 9mm
Yes, He-Man types will scoff at the idea of a slide that
takes less than a metric ton of force to rack, but the
concept is rock solid. Why muscle those with weaker
hand strength, due to age, infirmity or other factors,
into a less desirable concealed carry gun? Smith &
Wesson sees it this way and has expanded its easy-tomanipulate line of pistols with the M&P 9 Shield EZ M2.0.
A hammer-fired pistol, the 9mm requires much lighter springs than the striker-fired
options that presently dominate the market. In turn, this means less resistance to work
the slide, thus opening up polymer pistols to a much greater swath of the shooting world.
Smith & Wesson didn’t stop at springs with the Shield EZ, incorporating several other
features to
enhance operation of the pistol, such as aggressive cocking serrations fore and aft and a
flared section at the rear of the slide for a better grip. It’s also right-sized for carry, with a
3.575-inch barrel and weighs in at a manageable 23 ounces unloaded.
The only knock, at least for some, the 9 Shield EZ is a single stack with 8+1 capacity. Still,
it should prove more than enough for most defensive situations. MSRP: $479
Walther CCP .380 ACP
If the easy-to-manipulate concept appeals to you, but
Smith & Wesson isn’t your thing, don’t worry there
are other options. Walther, for one, has dedicated
itself to the idea of a concealed carry handgun
accessible to the masses. The CCP M2 is the result.
A veritable engineering wonder, the .380 ACP utilizes
what Walther calls Softcoil gas-delayed blowback
technology. Essentially, it’s a gas-piston system that aids in the cycling of the gun and
requires a much lighter return spring, thus a much more friendly slide in which to work.
Following the same lines as the original 9mm version of the pistol, the 8+1 capacity gun
has a wealth of convenience engineered into it. Chief among these is toolless disassembly.
And the 3.54-inch barreled single stack is sized perfectly for comfortable carry, at 20
ounces in weight and 1.18-inches in width. MSRP: $469

What gives the gun its chops is its 3-inch
barrel. Just off the performance of a
6-inch barreled .357, the LCRx packs
much more of a wallop than similarly
chambered snubbies. In short, it’s got the goods to get the job done. At the
same tick, it’s still a compact revolver and plenty easy to conceal even in the
lightest garb. Maybe it won’t ride in the small of the back or on the ankle like a
snub nose, outside of that the 5-round revolver cuts a slimmer line than most
anything else. The only areas of worry are the adjustable target rear sight and
hammer. However, Ruger has made these minimal and overall these features
should cause little concern of snagging on a draw. MSRP: $669
FN 509 Midsize
Cooked up for the U.S. Military’s Modular
Handgun competition, the 509 has
an unimpeachable resume. While the
Compact model certainly comes in a
smaller package, the Midsize offers a
greater accuracy potential thanks to a
few key differences. Boasting a 4-inch
barrel, the 9mm has a greater sight radius
making it easier to keep a sight picture
steady. Furthermore,a longer grip, thus
divers the shooter more control over the gun.
As far as its ability as a concealed carry gun? Don’t let the 509’s dimensions
fool you; it might be a smidgen larger, but conducive to staying under wraps.
At 26.5 ounces unloaded, it also won’t weigh you down. Exceptional 15+1
capacity and intuitive controls, the shooters get duty-pistol capacity in a very
concealable package. MSRP: $799

Continued on Page 16
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Old-Fashion Soda Fountain
Western Gift Store
306 Main Street,
Bandera, TX 78003
830-796-4925
www.BanderaGeneralStore.com
Over 600 Pairs of Gently Worn
Vintage and New Cowboy Boots!

3 Monkeys Motorcycle
& ATV Repair

Monkey Cage
Saloon
Bikers, Cowboys and Ladies,
Ice Cold Beer
and Reasonable Prices
Music by Local Artists,
Outdoor Seating Area
Dedicated Parking for Motorcycles,
Hot Rods and Horses

830-460-9157

Quality Work at
Low Prices
All Makes and Models

Bike Night
Monthly Every 2nd Saturday
Live Bands
Plenty of Bike Parking

The Cowboy Capital of the World

AS
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MUSIC QUIZ
ANSWERS

By: Lincoln
with Help From my friends,
Missy and Taunya

This quiz has Texas Rider and Music News Magazine’s 3 Favorite topics...
Guns, Motorcycles, and Texas!
FIRST CATEGORY: GUNS
1. In Areosmith’s 1989 album “Pump”, Who has a gun?
“_____________ got a gun.”
A: Janie

7. In 1983, The song “Ride to Live, Live to Ride” came out by this band that rode
and lived what they sang about. “You can hear Dee Snider making himself
heard over a barrelling, chrome-plated, fist pumping anthem.”
A: Twisted Sister

2. “How come you still got his gun in your hand?” is a line in what Eagles song?

8. This song was written by Roger McGuinn, of the Byrds, with input from Bob
Dylan. It was written for the still famous motorcycle movie of similar name.

A: Victim of love

A: Ballad of Easy Rider

3. “Billy’s got a gun” is performed by what band in 1983?

4. “Big Gun” was a song released in 1993 as a single by what band?

9. This song is a 2002 philosophical travel memoir by Neal Peart, the drummer
and main lyricist for the Canadian Progressive Rock Band, Rush. It chronicles
Peart’s long distance motorcycle riding throughout North and Central America
in the 1990’s as he contemplated his life and came to terms with grief over
over the deaths of his daughter and wife.

A: AC/DC

A: Ghost Rider

5. “Machine Gun” was a song written by what rock and roll icon?
It loosely defined protest of the Vietnam War.

10. “Slow Ride” is a song by what British Rock Band? It was the lead single from
their 5th studio album, “Fool for the city,” (1975)

A: Jimi Hendrix

A: Foghat

6. This song by Lynyrd Skynyrd was about gaining dominance on the music
chart. (if a song is #12 with a bullet point, It is at #12 but will probably go
higher the next week.)

THIRD CATEGORY: TEXAS

A: Def Leopard

A: “Gimme back my bullets”
7. “Shotgun Willie” was the 16th studio album released in 1973 by which country
icon?
A: Willie Nelson
8. Members of the Lynyrd Skynyrd Band said this song was in reply to the speech
Obama gave where he referred to Americans who “Cling to Guns or Religion.”
A: “God and Guns”
9. This song was made famous by Texas blues legend, Stevie Ray Vaughan. It was
a common name for the burial grounds of gunfighters, or those who died with
their boots on.
A: Boot Hill
10. “Don’t take your guns to town” is a song written, recorded and released in
1958 by what country icon?
A: Johnny Cash
SECOND CATEGORY: MOTORCYCLES

1. This song is a traditional American folk song dating back to at least the 1850’s.
Several versions of this song have been recorded by Elvis Presley, Willie
Nelson,and Mitch Miller. Emily West was the inspiration for it’s creation.
A: “The yellow Rose of Texas”
2. This Marty Robbins song, released in 1959, became Robbins’ best known song
about a women named Feleena.
A: “El Paso”
3. These are the last lines in the song George Strait sings about Texas..., “Some
folks think I’m hidin’
Some folks think I’ve died
But I’m alive and well in Tennessee...”
A: “All My Ex’s Live in Texas”
4. “If you’re gonna play in Texas, You gotta have a ___________ in the band.”
A: Fiddle

1. This song was a #1 pop hit in 1964 sung by the girl band, “The Shangrilas.”

5. Restless Heart is known for the song about beautiful eyes haunting him.

A: “Leader of the pack”

A: “The Bluest Eyes in Texas”

2. “Midnight Rider” was primarily written and sung by this legendary music
artist. Later on, Willie Nelson also recorded his own version.
A: Gregg Allman
3. Bon Jovi’s song about the life of a rock star, written in the perspective of a
cowboy in the wild west.“I’m a Cowboy, On a Steel Horse I Ride”
A: “Wanted Dead or Alive”
4. Meatloaf made this song famous. It was also the title to the album, and usually
the last song played at his concerts. The song is about a boy who wants to
take the girl he loves out of their dead-end town but dies on his motorcycle in
the attempt.
A: “Bat out if Hell”s
5. Considered to be one of Poison’s best songs.
“Hearts of Fire
Streets of Stone
Modern Warriors
Saddle Iron Horses of Chrome”
It was said to have you feeling the wind blowing on your back as you ride by on
your Harley.

6. ...Brought down angels from the promised land, He gave ‘em a place where
they could dance if you want to see heaven, brother, here’s your chance, I’ve
been sent to spread the message... - by “Little Texas”
A: “God Blessed Texas”
7. “A - Haw Haw Haw”
A: La Grange, ZZ Top
8. “The stars at night, are big and bright...”
A: Deep in the Heart of Texas!”
9. George is going “where” by Morning?
A: Amarillo

A: “Ride like the Wind”

10. Gary P. Nunn sings...
“It’s the big timber round Nacogdoches”
“It’s driving El Camino Real into San Antone”
“It’s the Riverwalk and Mi Tierra jamm’ out with Bongo Joe”
“It’s stories of the Menger Hotel and the Alamo!”
(Remember the Alamo!)

6. “Panheads Forever” was written by this life-long renegade, singer/songwriter.

A: “What I like about Texas”

A: David Allan Coe
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25907 Interstate 45 | Spring, TX 77380
(281) 363-2103 | allpawn.com

Fast and Descreet
Loans

Business Hours

Monday - Friday: 10:00AM - 6:30PM
Saturday: 10:00AM - 5:30PM
Sunday: Closed

Large Selection of Ammo, Stocked with hundreds of
Home Items, Tools, Lawn instruments, pickups, pedals
Equipment and Anything and parts. Kat’s offers a wide
range of in-house lessons.
You Need.

With experienced technicians.
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Brotherhood Forever Limestone MC
Motorcycle Rally
Friday, April 23, 2021 - Sunday, April 25, 2021

3 day rally. Camping available, vendors live music/
bands, DJ, bike games, and 2 days of touring
on your motorcycle guided by our best Ozzie
Outlaw!!! Live auction. And Much much more.
Saturday blessings of the bikes will be available!
Also MudBugs (crawfish) will kick off
supporting Veterans.
Also we have raffle tickets for a new Harley soft
tail street bob-50.00 each ticket. The drawing will
be on April 24th. at the rally. U do not have to
attend to win. Their are other prizes to draw 2nd
is 500.00 3rd is 400.00 4th is 300.00 5th is 200.00
2nd/5th prizes are HD The Ranch gift card. Only
650. Tickets will be sold!

272 FM 2838
Mexia Tx
CONTACT: Crystal
EMAIL: cowgirlshair4@yahoo.com
PHONE: 817.487.3135

The 40th Season of the Scarborough
Renaissance Festival
Scarborough Renaissance Festival®
presented by T-MobileTM is coming back
better than ever and ready to celebrate
its 40th season starting April 10, 2021!
The season will run eight consecutive
weekends April 10 – May 31, 2021 with
a variety of exciting new shows and
extraordinary new artisans along with
long-time Festival favorites.
FOR MORE INFO - www.WhatsUpFortWorth.com

May 22

Mission Foods® Texas Half-Mile
presented by Roof Systems

Texas Motor Speedway
Fort Worth, TX
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$122.00
Month

Courses Offered
License To Carry
On Line LTC Class
Basic Gun Safety

Advanced Concealment Course
Personal Instruction And More

Your Ad Goes Here

Email us at, RiderandMusicNews@gmail.com
Use Coupon or Code TRMN for $10.00 Off Any Course

If this Covid Pandemic year has taken a
toll on your finances and your Credit has
sunk lower. We can help you recover it.

Let us Help you, Help yourself
visit us at Credit411USA.com

Improve Your Credit Score Today!

or Call Today 210-216-9953

IF YOU’D LIKE TO RECEIVE OUR MAGAZINE MAILED
TO YOUR HOUSE, WE ARE HAPPY TO MAIL YOU EACH
NEW EDITION THE WEEK THAT IT IS PRINTED.

WE JUST NEED TO COVER MINIMAL EXPENSE
FOR COST OF POSTAGE, ENVELOPE, CARD
PROCESSING FEE’S ETC.

$24.97 YEAR
SUBSCRIBE AT: www.RiderandMusicNews.com

Neal’s River Rock Fest - Spring 2021
Friday, April 30, 2021 - Saturday, May 1, 2021
Motorcycle Rally
A Weekend of Motorcycles, Music and Fun
Featuring Great Bands, Motorcycle Events, Frio River Access,
RV Camping, Tent Site Camping on the River Banks, Cabins &
Houses w/swimming pools.
Plus lots of great riding in the area!!!

Neals Lodges
20970 Hwy 127

Concan,Texas 78838
(830) 232-6118
reserve@nealslodges.com

ROTRALLY.COM

www.nealslodges.com/events-calendar
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SPORTS

NASCAR

MONSTER ENERGY CUP SERIES

DATE
Feb. 14
Feb. 21
Feb. 28
Mar. 7
Mar. 14
Mar. 21
Mar. 28
Apr. 10
Apr. 18
Apr. 25
May 2
May 9
May 16
May 23
May 30
June 6
June 13
June 13
June 20
June 26
June 27
July 4
July 11
July 18
Aug. 8
Aug. 15
Aug. 22
Aug. 28
Sep. 5
Sep. 11
Sep. 18
Sep. 26
Oct. 3
Oct. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Oct. 31
Nov. 7

RACE
Daytona 500
Nascar Cup Series at Dayton Road Course
Dixie Vodka
Penzoil 400
Nascar Cup Series at Phoenix
Folds of Honor QuikTrip 500
Food City Dirt Race
Nascar Cup Series at Martinsville
Nascar Cup Series at Richmond
GEICO 500
Nascar Cup Series at Kansas
Nascar Cup Series at Darlington
Drydene 400
Nascar Cup Series at COTA
Coca-Cola 600
Toyota/Save Mart 350
Nascar All-Star Open
Nascar All-Star Race
Nascar Cup Series at Nashville Nascar Cup Series at Pocono-1
Nascar Cup Series at Pocono-2
Nascar Cup Series at Road America
Quaker State 400
Foxwoods Resort Casino 301
Go Bowling at The Glen
Nascar Cup Series at Indianapolis RC
FireKeepers Casino 400
Coke Zero Sugar 400
Southern 500
Nascar Cup Series Richmond
Bass Pro Shops Night Race
South Point 400 Nascar Cup Series Talladega
Bank of America 400
Autotrader EchoPark 500
Nascar Cup Series Kansas
Nascar Cup Series Martinsville
Nascar Cup Series - Championship

CITY /TRACK

START TIME *

Daytona International Speedway
Daytona Road Course
Homestead-Miami Speedway
Las Vegas Motor Speedway
Phoenix Raceway
Atlanta Motor Speedway
Bristol Motor Speedway
Martinsville Speedway
Richmond International Raceway
Talladega Super speedway
Kansas Speedway
Darlington Speedway
Dover International Speedway
Circuit of the Americas
Charlotte Motor Speedway
Sonoma Raceway
Texas Motor Speedway
Texas Motor Speedway
Nashville Super speedway
Pocono Raceway
Pocono Raceway
Road America
Atlanta Motor Speedway
New Hampshire Motor Speedway
Watkins Glen International
Indianapolis Motor Speedway Road
Michigan International Speedway
Daytona International Speedway
Darlington International Speedway
Richmond Raceway
Bristol Motor Speedway
Las Vegas Motor Speedway
Talladega Super speedway
Charlotte Motor Speedway
Texas Motor Speedway
Kansas Motor Speedway
Martinsville Speedway
Phoenix Raceway

6:00 PM
6:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
2:30 PM
2:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
6:30 PM
2:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
5:00 PM
3:00 PM
5:00 PM
7:00 PM
2:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
1:30 PM
2:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:00 PM
12:00 PM
3:00 PM
3:00 PM
3:00 PM
6:30 PM
6:30 PM
6:00 PM
1:00 PM
1:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM

WINNER
Michael McDowell
Christopher Bell
William Byron
Kyle Larson
Martin Truex Jr.
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

* All times Central

Lone Star Float House
& Grill
7430 River Rd, New Braunfels, TX 78132
Right on the Guadalupe River

& GRILL
(830) 907-3866
Family Owned Since 1999
• Beer & Wine

• Try Our World Famous Burger
• Full Menu
• Tubing

Experience THE CHUTE! Our natural made fast
flowing 200 yard blast down the Guadalupe River.

Lone Star Beer Always $1.00
All Day - Everyday
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Firearms Review Continued from Page 9
Heckler & Koch VP9SK

Nope, no hammer here. Kind of crazy with
a Hecker & Koch pistol, but the gunmaker’s
modern striker-fired VP9 more than
proves it knows more than one tune. As to the
VP9SK, it’s the shrunk-down version, offering
all the over engineering of the original, in a size
perfect for tucking along your waistline. You
seldom hear a disparaging word from someone who’s
been behind the trigger.
Like most of HK’s wares, the ergonomics are well thought out on the 9mm,
with exchangeable backstraps conforming to nearly any hand size. A large
trigger guard gives fast access to the trigger, even with gloved hands, and wings
at the back of the slide make manipulation a snap. And the trigger itself—
{{chief kiss}} is unassailable, one of the best you’ll find outof the box. MSRP:
$529
Wilson EDX X9S
Crème de la crème … when it comes to
concealed carry guns, you’ve got it right here.
Admittedly, a steep price tag will scare many
folks off. But if you’re unwilling to compromise
on safety the Wilson Combat all-metal
masterpiece proves a worthwhile investment.
Essentially a shrunk-down 1911-Hi Power
hybrid, the X9S has built a reputation for its
reliability—pull the trigger, expect it to go bang! The 9mm does have more heft
than many concealed carry options, however, this is a benefit when running the
gun fast. It soaks up recoil while maintaining accuracy. As to capacity, it comes
with a 10-round magazine, but given it’s compatible with Sig P226/228 mags
you can upgrade. MSRP: $2,695
Glock 48
Now, there’s no denying both members of Glock’s
slimline series—the Glock 43X and 48—are topnotch concealed carry guns. Yet there’s something
to be said about going for the slightly larger
model. They both have the same height and only
2-ounces separate them in weight, but the G48
has a longer barrel, which when it comes to steady
sight, thus accuracy makes a huge difference. This
especially goes for new shooters.
The 10+1, single-stack 9mm is among the most comfortable pistols to carry,
thanks to its very svelte width. This also generally makes it easy for most
people to get a handle on the gun, thus control it better. Furthermore, like all
Glocks, it’s reliable and accurate, to the point of being mundane. Yeah, there’s
the grip rake—a bone of contention for some. But overall, there’s a reason why
so many in law enforcement officials, military personnel and armed citizen
trust their lives to the Austrian pistol. MSRP: $580
Heckler & Koch USP Compact .45
Compact .45 ACP pistols aren’t the easiest to pull
off, but H&K does it eloquently with the USP. The
HK USP Compact is a small frame pistol capable
of firing the most powerful cartridges in 9 mm, .40
S&W, .45 ACP. Based on the full-size USP models,
these handy pistols combine compact size with
optimum effective shooting performance.
Despite being a hair taller than some concealed carry guns, the UPS still fits
this bill. A lightweight polymer frame qualifies it for every-day carry, as does its
reliability. Capacity is a little underwhelming at 10+1, but that’s to be
expected with a compact .45. Opted for H&K’s LEM (Law Enforcement
Modified) Trigger if you go the USP. A modified DA/SA system, it offers an
exceptionally light and clean break after the first shot. MSRP: $1,000
Sig Sauer P365
The pistol that changed the face of concealed
carry? It’s not too much of a stretch. The Sig
P365 has proven among the most monumental
handguns to hit the market in a spell, serving up
what many consider the perfect on-person selfdefense package. That a tall boast, but one the
demure 9mm more than fulfills.
Above all, what makes the P365 such a spectacular heater is size. The 3.1-inch
barreled pistol is a mere 1-inch in width and tips the scales at a scant 17 ounces
or so, creating one of the most concealable and easy-to-carry pistols out there.
Sure enough, there are smaller handguns, but in nearly every case they’re a
compromise in power or capacity. Not so with the P365. Shipping with two
10-round magazines, the mighty mite has a payload identical to many compact
models that come in nearly twice its size. Not enough on tap? Simply solved,
given there are 12- and 13-round extended magazines available to improve
your firepower.
Shooting-wise, the micro-compact shocks for a pistol its size. An abbreviated
sight radius provides a challenge for those unfamiliar with the touchiness of
small guns, yet Sig arms shooters with the tools to keep it steady. In addition to

aggressive grip texturing, the striker-fired’s exceptionally light trigger ups the
gun’s accuracy potential. To boot, the 9mm is also quite easy to manipulate—
an often overlooked asset. All in all, Sig cooked up a gun that is a
true game-changer. MSRP: $599
Bond BullPup 9
You want niche? Here’s niche. Texas-based
Bond Arms is long known for its Derringer-style
and other micro pistols, taking pride in their
commitment to total USA-made production of
small, powerful personal protection weapons.
Officially introduced in late 2018, the Bond
BullPup9 looks to hit its stride.
Chambered (obviously) in 9mm, the BullPup9 is an eye-catcher with its ultrashort barrel and muzzle that sits flush with the front of the trigger guard and
Bond’s signature rosewood grips adding a bit of style to the overall look. At just
over5 inches total length, the 3.35-inch barrel posed a unique challenge to the
designers: how to feed the ammunition when the chamber sat directly above
the magazine.
In most semi-autos, of course, the ammunition is pushed forward into the
chamber as the slide cycles. Not so with the BullPup9: Instead, due to its
unique design, rounds are pulled from the magazine from behind, lifted even
with the chamber and then shoved into the barrel.
While most ammunition will work with the BullPup9, Bond Arms
acknowledges that uncrimped ammo, such as rounds made by Blazer, risk
being pulled apart in the magazine, as the pull force in the chambering
mechanism can yank the casing and bullet apart, spilling gun powder into
the magazine and causing a malfunction. So far in testing, Bond has found
no other ammunition that causes this problem consistently. If you’re a Blazer
ammo fan, this isn’t the gun for you. For everyone else, you’ll be just fine.
The 7+1 capacity, double-action-only BullPup9 comes with two magazines
and is made in very limited production,only 150 per month. MSRP: $1,099
Walther PPK
You already thought it, but I’ll say it: Bond, James
Bond. Yes, it’s that gun — the legend of the silver
screen. Now,
before you go off all half-cocked (look that one up for
an interesting history of a cliché), we know this isn’t
a brand new gun. In fact, it’s a rather old design, first
introduced in 1930. But it has been redone for 2019
while hanging on to the heritage that made it famous.
While the gun has a bit of a checkered past (Hitler offed himself in his
underground bunker with a .32 caliber version), it’s most recognizable for its
stainless-steel frame flashing in the limelight in the hands of one 007. The
reborn version,absent from Walther’s arsenal since 1992, is chambered in .380
ACP to hold a bit more ammo than the 9mm version. With a gun this small,
that extra round can make a difference. Plus, today’s .380 cartridges are more
powerful than in years gone by, so you’re not really sacrificing much with the
slightly smaller round.
All the controls are right-handed, as is tradition in older models, both original
and redone. The magazine is a scant 6+1.However, for one extra round, pick
up the sport (PPK/S) version that features a slightly longer grip with a 7+1
magazine and single color black finish.
Production of this venerable weapon has moved from Germany to Walther’s
US headquarters in Fort Smith, Arkansas, making this a truly American-made
gem. MSRP: $749
Remington RM380 Executive Pistol
The .380 has a special place in the hearts of pocket
carriers, with its slightly smaller diameter, often
allowing one more round in the magazine than its
9mm cousin. And with today’s better bullets, there
isn’t a big power difference anymore between the
rounds. Remington has taken advantage of the
love with their new RM380 Executive Pistol. It’s
still a pocket pistol, so it only holds 6+1, but the
convenient size fits easily into dress pants or khaki pockets — with a holster, of
course, for safety.
Similar in size and shape to the popular Smith & Wesson .380 Bodyguard, the
RM380 takes pocket pistol styling up a notch with an all-aluminum frame,
stainless slide and wood-tone accents on the grip, giving it a polished look
often lacking in lower-priced firearms. While the abundance of metal makes
this gun a tad heavier than most of its competition, it makes up for the excess
weight with its runway model looks.
The biggest drawback to the RM380 is a common problem with pocket pistols:
trigger weight. At 10 pounds, you’ll need a determined index finger and
practice to pull the trigger and keep it on target at the same time. MSRP: $405

Contact Defiant Arms for Discount Pricing
“DefiantArms@Charter.net
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Continued from Page 7
Start ditching your Smart phone as much as possible.
This is the number one device they are using and will use to
control you. Despite your efforts to turn off app permissions
and tracking, this device can access almost everything you
do. Instagram’s new policy alone says that just by using their
platform, you automatically allow them to access your phone’s
camera at any time, all your contacts, and basically ALL
information on your phone.
If 10 years ago I said we would have a device attached to us that
literally had eyes and ears into everything we do, everywhere
we go, who we meet and what we talk about, you’d think, why
would anyone want to carry around that device? Yet, here we are,
voluntarily doing it because we’ve been trained to be attached
to its convenience, speed and ability to connect with the outside
world. It sucks but we have to be willing to leave it behind.
I will be getting a “non-Smart” phone ASAP but here’s what I’m
doing right now:
- when I talk about certain things, my phone is not around me
- when I go meet my network of friends, my phone is not with me
because I don’t want them knowing who I meet with
- if I have to have it with me, it’s not on me, it’s in my car
Your phone is their peephole into every aspect of your life.
Something else you can do in the right now is to use an
alternative texting platform. A lot of you have moved to using the
Signal app which is a good start but my sources have said
that it is already compromised. I recommend using the WIRE app
to text with. It’s more of a pain to initially set-up but has much
more encription if you need to pass along sensitive information
or say crazy things like a man is a man and a woman is a woman.
Please consider weaning yourself off the dependence you have to
a SMART phone. We lived along time without them and we can
go back to that. Personally, I think it sounds awesome.
Next, homeschool your kids and help the families that do.
Stop letting the State indoctrinate your kids with their skewed
way of thinking. You want to make a big impact on the future,
make sure kids are raised with truth, real history and a sense of
what’s truly right and wrong. The January 6th Capitol Protest
ended in four deaths - one woman shot by capitol police and
three others that died of non-violent, health related issues.
Children in the future will read in history books that that day was
the “darkest in our history.” What a joke. Makes you think, how
else have the people in charge changed history so we don’t know
the truth?
You should be in charge and aware of what your kids learn. They
are being bombarded from a 1000 different angles on how they
should think and feel about things. You can see it when good kids
go off to college and come out a few years later with white guilt,
entitlement issues and Progressive political thinking. Do you
think that’s a coincidence?
Schools are indoctrination camps for the next generation and
the powers that be have been at this game for a long time of
which we are now seeing the results. Our kids are going to be our
warriors, our leaders and our supporters one day so make sure
you do whatever you can to make sure they’re fighting for the
right things. If you’re retired or have extra time on your hands,
ask a homeschool parent if you can help in some way to make
their job easier. And thankfully, there are a ton of homeschool
resources nowadays that can help you get set-up. If at all
possible, make the sacrifice to homeschool your kids and offer
help to those that do.
Our final battle tactic is to get out of churches that
aren’t fighting for the Truth.
Our churches have been infiltrated by those who would rather

love and tolerate people straight into hell that stand firm on
the Word and Truth of God. If your Pastor is not teaching the
Bible and addressing the battle we are in right now and instead
is wasting time preaching on love is love, social justice and this
is how to be“a better you,” get out of there. We need Warrior
leaders, not fog-machine concerts and fluff sermons full of
pointless teachings focused on self love and their agenda to
water-down and demonize God’s Truth.
Faith is not meant to be comfortable and I strongly believe that
the weakened and compromised church is the number one reason
for the fall of our country. I do not tolerate it and I urge you to
learn from Godly men and women that preach the Word and how
to stand firm in this evil and backwards world we are living in.
Without a mass faith-based moral revival our Republic
will be lost.
How do I know? Our Constitution and government were
designed on the premise that we would remain a moral
society and it was stated that if we lost our morality, then the
Constitution and Republic would fail to function. And that is
exactly what we’re seeing now. There is no more time to sit back
and hope things will change. We either fight to push back what’s
already started and turn back to our Christian values or we are
done.
Alrighty, I’m going to end on that high note, haha.It’s not going
to be easy. I know a lot of you are already thinking of excuses
as to why you can’t do this or that but let me gently remind you
that our Founding Fathers pledged their lives, fortunes and
scared honor (their backbone, their integrity) to defeat the enemy
because that’s what it was going to take. This isn’t fun news but
this situation we’re in right now is a bigger and tougher battle
and it is worldwide.
Ask yourself this question and be honest: how important is
your freedom to you? Is it worth a phone downgrade? Is it worth
turning off your Facebook account? How about downgrading the
size of your home so you can afford to stay home and educate
your children? Is it worth leaving your social circle at church so
you can be filled with the Truth of God’s Word and be spirtitually
equipped to fight? Freedom-friendly social media may not be as
good right now, but does that really matter when the alternative
is literally invading the most personal spaces in your life and
working to completely eliminate the values you stand for?
It’s time to fight, Patriots. This is just the easy stuff but stay with
me. I don’t know what’s going to happen, but we’re going
to give them one hell of a fight. For more ways to fight back,
please follow me on alternative social media choices which can be
found on my website.
God bless us in our fight and may He give you the strength to
do what is required to first and foremost be a Light in this dark
world and next, to save our country.
Katie

Website: www.GoodPatriot.com
Hello@GoodPatriot.com
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MOTORCYCLE
REVIEW
2021 Harley-Davidson Softail Slim. The classic-styled, minimalistic Softail model
By Michael Gilbert
It’s a rousing, nearly reminiscent feeling to burn miles across
town on the 2021 Harley-Davidson Softail Slim, a stripped-down
variation of the popular Softail cruiser platform. Its relatively
low positioned solo saddle and comfortable ergonomics, classic
American cruiser aesthetics, and an emotion-evoking V-twin
rumble make it an enticing option as an around-town cruiser with
the capability of light touring.

modest 73.7 hp at 4,900 rpm and a
peak torque of 98.4 pound-feet at
2,800 rpm. Real-world performance,
however,
is engaging and seriously
entertaining. Throttle response
is crisp and quickly ushers the
motorcycle away from corners and
A single four-piston caliper
clamping
to
a
large
300mm
disc
The Softail Slim is one of seven models that complete Harleystoplights. At 70 mph, the Slim
up
front
helps
stop
the
Softail
Slim
Davidson’s cruiser lineup. Each share the same basic Softail
settles around 2,700 rpm in top gear,
relatively quickly, but struggles to
chassis with a hidden monoshock, but vary in styling, ergonomics, present feel at the lever.
cruising down the highway with very
and amenities. So what separates the Slim from its bloodline,
minimal vibration
you ask? A relaxed rider triangle with a neutral, upright riding
to report while retaining enough
position and floorboards offer comfort and light touring
punch left in reserve to zip ahead of traffic. A truly excellent
capability, packaged in a stripped-down vibe with short-cut
balance.
fenders for classic H-D styling.
And there’s no doubt that Harley-Davidson has hit the mark.
Aesthetically, the Softail Slim is a stunner that gathers significant
looks at every stop. But, for the rider, the reach to the swept-back
Hollywood handlebar is relatively relaxed, while the measured
26.4-inch seat height makes for an overall compact and riderHarley-Davidson equipped the
Softail Slim with the Big Twin
Milwaukee-Eight 107 engine,
which is worthy of 73.7 hp and
98.4 pound-feet of torque on the
Motorcyclist dyno.

friendly ergonomic setup that adds a degree of control, especially
in low-speed maneuvers. At a 5-foot-7-inch stature, I find the
Softail Slim’s setup allows for an easy, flat-footed stance at a stop,
while the floorboards offer a relaxed position while in motion.
Pair the ergonomic triangle with the neutral handling of
the Harley-Davidson Softail chassis and be rewarded with a
praiseworthy ride quality. The Slim tipped the Motorcyclist
scales at 671 pounds with a full tank of fuel, but carries its weight
exceptionally well and better than the measurement suggests.
Steering is relatively light and is easily maneuverable, which
makes navigating dense traffic a breeze. Suspension action of the
telescopic fork and monoshock strike a balance to comfortably
glide along the road, even if the shock sometimes struggles to
cope with big-hit bumps as seen in our test.

A single four-piston caliper clamping to
a large 300mm disc up front helps stop
the Softail Slim relatively quickly, but
struggles to present feel at the lever.

But would we take the Softail
Slim for a long-distance cruise?
Probably not. The Slim was
Unlike most motorcycles currently
available, Harley-Davidson uses left
and right mounted handlebar switches
to activate turn signals, as seen here. It
can sometimes be a nuisance to reach
the switches, depending on the riding
circumstance

designed for short stints, around-town cruising without a fairing
or windscreen. The result is a moderate windblast at highway
speeds that grows tiresome after more than a few miles. Storage
in the form of saddlebags would be welcome here as well to pack
needed gear. But that’s why Harley-Davidson created six more
models to complete the Softail lineup, including the Sport Glide,
which comes pre-equipped and ready for longer hauls, while the
touring models are built to handle the big miles.

Stopping the Softail Slim is a single four-piston caliper clamping
to a 300mm disc up front and a two-piston caliper binding to a
292mm at the rear. And with good results. The Harley-Davidson
Softail Slim stops from 60 to 0 in a relatively impressive 138.4
feet. ABS (a $795 option) intervention can be a nuisance, and
may hinder the motorcycle’s stopping ability without smooth
application of the brake levers.
The Softail Slim is powered by Harley-Davidson’s Big Twin
Milwaukee-Eight 107ci (1,745cc) engine, meaning there’s enough
grunt to become your next addiction. Placed on our in-house
Motorcyclist Dynojet 250i dyno, the Slim produced a relatively

Our test unit featured a two-tone River Rock Gray Denim/Black Denim
paint, which is an additional $750.
Continued on Page 20
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MOTORCYCLE
REVIEW
Indian Motorcycle Celebrates With the 2021 Chieftain Elite
By Aaron Richardson

The 2021 Chieftain Elite is Indian’s blacked out 120th
birthday present to itself, and us.

The Chieftain Elite rolls off the line with 126 pound-feet torque
under your right wrist. It also comes stock with
Indian’s version of parent company Polaris’ 7-inch Ride
Command infotainment screen. That means you get Apple
CarPlay powering a 400-watt PowerBand audio system.
The Chieftain Elite
starts at a reasonable
$34,999, but Indian
will sell you a nearly
endless list of
accessories to push
that price skyward.

The 2021 Chieftain Elite is Indian Motorcycle’s exclusive, powerful 120th
birthday present to itself. Only 120 lucky buyers will have the opportunity to
own one worldwide.

You cannot talk about the American motorcycle experience and
not mention Indian Motorcycle. Sure, Harley-Davidson gets
all the play, but Indian claims an earlier launch date, and until the
middle of the 20th century, it was the brand to which to aspire.
The custom and exclusive
touches are subtle but
stylish. Indian opted to
keep the anniversary ride
stealthy.

On Wednesday, it marked its 120th anniversary with the launch
of the ultra-exclusive 2021 Indian Chieftain Elite. Conceived
specifically to mark the milestone, only 120 Chieftain Elites
will be built for the global market. The bike is bedecked with
special, Chieftain Elite-only styling touches, more power, and
the intangible quality of knowing you’re not likely to ever see
someone on the same bike.
The black on silver livery
isn’t a haphazard machineproduced addition;
it takes more than 24
hours per bike to execute.

The 116 Thunderstroke V-twin pushes out 126 pound-feet of torque and wears an
exclusive Slate Smoke finish.

If you are lucky enough to grab a Chieftain Elite, there’s almost no chance
you’ll pass another rider on one, no matter where you live.

Getting your hands on one won’t be inexpensive, but the price
isn’t out of line with other baggers on the market at $34,999, or
$42,999 CAD, to start. Styling cues include special Black Vivid
Crystal over Carbon Crystal paint, set off with color-matched
badging. The Thunderstroke 116 V-twin gets a special Slate
Smoke finish to round out the livery.

The bike is decked out with tech innovations, like Polaris’ Ride
Command infotainment system

The Thunderstroke 116 V-twin is a stump puller in stock form, but factory speed
parts are available to take it well beyond its stock form.
Continued on Page 20
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Continued from Page 18
That said, the combination of relaxed ergonomics, Milwaukee-Eight 107
V-twin power, positively neutral handling, and killer styling make the Harley-Davidson Softail Slim an impressive around-town cruiser. It’s one that
will impress the rider and bystanders alike. Hats off, Harley-Davidson.

2021 Harley-Davidson Softail Slim Price and Specifications
MSRP: $15,999/$17,544 (as tested)
ENGINE: 1,745cc, SOHC, 45-degree Milwaukee 107 V-twin
BORE x STROKE: 3.937 x 4.374 in. (100.0 x 111.1mm)
TRANSMISSION/FINAL DRIVE: 6-speed/belt
MEASURED HORSEPOWER: 73.7 hp @ 4,900 rpm
MEASURED TORQUE: 98.4 lb.-ft. @ 2,800 rpm
FUEL SYSTEM: Electronic Sequential Port fuel injection
CLUTCH: Wet, multiplate
FRAME: Tubular frame

Although soft at initial impressions, the solo saddle proved comfortable for short
around-town stints.

FRONT SUSPENSION: 49mm telescopic w/ Dual Bending
Valve, nonadjustable; 5.1 in. travel
REAR SUSPENSION: Coilover monoshock, spring preload
adjustable; 3.4 in. travel
FRONT BRAKE: 4-piston caliper, 300mm disc
REAR BRAKE:

2-piston floating caliper, 292mm disc

TIRES, FRONT/REAR: Dunlop D401; 130/90-16 / 150/80-16
RAKE/TRAIL: 30.0°/5.8 in.
WHEELBASE: 64.2 in.
MEASURED SEAT HEIGHT: 26.4 in.
FUEL CAPACITY: 5.0 gal.
The Harley-Davidson Softail Slim is an enticing option as an around-town cruiser, and
sits as the second least expensive model of the H-D cruiser lineup with a starting MSRP
of $15,999.

MEASURED WET WEIGHT: 671 lb.
AVAILABILITY: Now
CONTACT:

harley-davidson.com

Continued from Page 19
That paint job isn’t some machine-applied palette either. Indian
says each bike’s paint process takes more than 24 hours to finish.
The Chieftain Elite’s special bodywork is wrapped around lowered
suspension, and a special, 19-inch forged front wheel carries on the
custom theme.

If you’re happy with the Thunderstroke’s stock output, Indian has
developed a laundry list of bags, sissy bars, handlebars,
backrests, and a color-matched remote-locking trunk to give your
Chieftain Elite its own style.

We love that the
paint job is vibrant
up close, but
reserved and stealthy
from a distance.

Ride Command powers a 400-watt
stereo featuring Apple CarPlay.”

Matching the go with the
show, Indian will sell you
Stage 1 and Stage 2 performance accessories to deepen
the V-twin’s engine note and
make it faster. Stage 1 accessories include exhaust header
pipes and a muffler, as well
as two options to open up the
intake. With Stage 1 intake
and exhaust mods, you could
The forged, 19-inch front wheel is wrapped in a
Metzeler Cruisetec tire and hugged by Indian’s see as much as an 8 percent
power gain. Stage 2 takes that
further, opening the engine to add performance cams to the mix.
It wouldn’t be a bagger
without luggage capacity.

It might have enough power to drag a
small moon around, but the Chieftain Elite
is set up for cruising comfort.

2021 Indian Chieftain Elite Technical Specifications and Price
Price: $34,999
Engine: 1,890cc, 49-degree V-twin
Bore x Stroke: 103.2 x 113.0mm

Rear Brake: 2-piston caliper,
300mm disc w/ ABS

Compression Ratio 11.0:1

Wheels, Front/Rear: Forged alloy; 19 x 3.5
in./ 16 x 5.0 in. w/ TPMS

Fuel Delivery: Closed-loop electronic fuel
injection w/ 54mm throttle
body

Tires, Front/Rear: Metzeler Cruisetec;
130/60-19 / 180/60-16

Clutch: Wet, multiplate, assist
Transmission/Final Drive: 6-speed/belt
Frame: TBA
Front Suspension: 46mm telescopic fork,
4.7 in. travel

Wheelbase: 65.7 in.
Rake/Trail: 25.0°/5.9 in.
Seat Height: 25.6 in.
Fuel Capacity: 5.5 gal.
Claimed Dry Weight: 797 lb.

Rear Suspension: Air-adjustable single
shock, 4.5 in. travel

Warranty: 2 years, unlimited miles

Front Brakes: 4-piston calipers, 300mm
floating discs w/ ABS

Contact: indianmotorcycle.com

Available: Now
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HISTORY of NASCAR
The Founding of NASCAR
On February 21, 1948, the National Association for Stock
Car Racing or NASCAR, as it will come to be widely known, is
officially incorporated. NASCAR racing will go on to become
one of America’s most popular spectator sports, as well as a
multi-billion-dollar industry.
The driving force behind the establishment of NASCAR
was William “Bill” France Sr. (1909-1992), a mechanic and
auto-repair shop owner from Washington, D.C., who in the
mid-1930s moved to Daytona Beach, Florida. The Daytona
area was a gathering spot for racing enthusiasts, and France
became involved in racing cars and promoting races. After
witnessing how racing rules could vary from event to event and
how dishonest promoters could abscond with prize money,
France felt there was a need for a governing body to sanction
and promote racing. He gathered members of the racing
community to discuss the idea, and NASCAR was born, with
its official incorporation in February 1948. France served as
NASCAR’s first president and played a key role in shaping its
development in the sport’s early decades.
NASCAR held its first Strictly Stock race on June 19, 1949,
at the Charlotte Motor Speedway in North Carolina. Some
13,000 fans were on hand to watch Glenn Dunnaway finish the
200-lap race first in his Ford; however, Jim Roper (who drove
a Lincoln) collected the $2,000 prize after Dunnaway was
disqualified for illegal rear springs on his vehicle. In the early
years of NASCAR, competitors drove the same types of cars
that people drove on the street, Buicks, Cadillacs, Oldsmobiles,

among others, with minimal modifications. (Today, the cars
are highly customized.)
In 1950, the first NASCAR-based track, the Darlington
Raceway in South Carolina, opened. More new raceways
followed, including the Daytona International Speedway,
which opened in 1959. Lee Petty won the first Daytona 500,
which was run on February 22 of that year. The Daytona 500
became NASCAR’s season opener and one of its premiere
events. Lee Petty’s son Richard, who began his racing career in
1958, won the Daytona 500 a record seven times and became
NASCAR’s first superstar before retiring in 1992. On February
18, 1979, the first live flag-to-flag coverage of the Daytona 500
was broadcast on television. An end-of-the-race brawl between
drivers Cale Yarborough and Donnie and Bobby Allison
was a huge publicity generator and helped boost NASCAR’s
popularity on a national scale.
In 1972, France’s son, William France Jr., took over the
presidency of NASCAR from his father. Over the next three
decades, the younger France (1933-2007) was instrumental in
transforming NASCAR from a regional sport popular primarily
in the southeast U.S. into one with a global fan base. France
led NASCAR into a new era of lucrative corporate sponsorships
and billion-dollar TV contracts, which continues to this day.

WE WELCOME BIKERLAWYER.COM TO OUR
PUBLICATION FAMILY
David A. Cole
Managing Partner, The Cole Legal Group

12222 Merit Drive, Suite 250 • Dallas, Texas 75251
(214) 827-4100 • (214) 893-5737 cell • (214) 447-7435 fax • david@colelegalgroup.com
David grew up in a small Texas town where he learned the
importance of community, the value of a hard day’s work, and the
enjoyment of simple things like a ride through the Texas countryside
on his motorcycle. He’s now married with a family of his own, and a
law practice to show for his hard work. David appreciates the sense of
freedom and happiness that riders get from being out on their bikes.
So, when the opportunity came to partner with attorney Bill Ley to
protect the rights of injured motorcyclists, it was a natural fit.

HERE ARE SOME OF OUR RESULTS
CLIENT NET RECOVERY
$1,760,084.70
Injuries:
Fractured leg, arm, and ribs.
Traumatic brain injury

CLIENT NET RECOVERY
$1,216,537.42
Injuries:
Fractured leg, arm, and ribs.
Leg amputation.

During more than two decades of fighting for accident victims,
David has built a reputation of fearlessly taking on insurance
companies, fighting “biker bias” in the courts, and ensuring that
Texans injured in motorcycle accidents can get what they deserve.

CLIENT NET RECOVERY
$585,000
Injuries:
Fractured arm and scrotal tear.
Damaged lymphatic system.

Because of his success with large life-changing cases, David is a
member of the prestigious Multi-Million Dollar Advocates Forum,
a group that recognizes trial lawyers who have won multi-million
dollar cases. He is also a member of Association of Trial Lawyers
of America, Texas Trial Lawyers Association, Dallas Trial Lawyers
Association, Dallas Bar Association.

CLIENT NET RECOVERY
$1,356,079.40
Injuries:
Fractured leg, sternum, and
ribs.
Nerve damage in legs

CLIENT NET RECOVERY
$749,519.28
Injuries:
Fractured pelvis, leg, ribs
Injured colon and spleen
laceration

David proudly works with bikers from all walks of life. Weekend
warriors and life-long riders; men and women; white collar or blue
collar. Every client is treated with respect, and every effort is taken on
their behalf to fight for the damages they are seeking. If you have an
accident on your motorcycle, David wants to help you get maximum
recovery.

CLIENT NET RECOVERY
$647,398.04
Injuries:
Fractured leg, arm, and ribs.
Traumatic brain injury.
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Must Ride Roads: Texas Hill Country
Twisted Sisters Distance: 220 miles

Yes, Texas has hills. And winding roads. And great scenery. Look no farther than the Texas Hill Country west of Kerrville for proof. Rolling
foothills lined with oak trees and creeks provide visceral pleasantries, while winding ribbons of asphalt like Ranch Roads 335, 336 and
337, nicknamed the “Twisted Sisters,” fulfill a motorcyclist’s desire for excitement. Along the way, plan a break for a cold drink at the Frio
Canyon Motorcycle Stop in Leakey and check out the Lone Star Motorcycle Museum in Vanderpool.
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WELCOME TO
BuyYourHarley.com

Checkout the Newest American Made V-Twin Motorcycle Marketplace
for Dealers and Private Sellers

We appreciate you taking the time Today to visit our
Technology based American Made V-Twin Motorcycle Web
Site Marketplace. Our goal is to give you an interactive tour
of our Dealers New and Used inventory and from Private
Sellers, as well as allow you to conveniently get a quote,
schedule a service appointment, or apply for financing. The
search for your American V-Twin motorcycle is filled with
high expectations. Undoubtedly, that has a lot to do with the
vehicles you are considering, but at BuyYourHarley.com, we
think you should also have pretty high expectations for the
Dealership or Private Seller you decide to work with.

Check us out Today........

Your Customer Service Staff at
BuyYourHarley.com

WE RIDE AND WE WIN BIG
bikerlawyer.com

Motorcycle Injuries are
PERSONAL to Us
Injured on a Bike?

Call Us - We’ll make’em pay!

(866) 357-5885
Cole Legal Group – Principal Office Dallas

OFFICE LOCATIONS
Dallas | Austin | Houston | San Antonio | Waxahachie

H E L P WA N T E D
LOOKING FOR HIGHLY ENERGETIC
MOTORCYCLE & MUSIC ENTHUSIAST
Supplement your income by selling
advertising in

We are seeking motivated full and PT sales people. Must have great phone presence, be people oriented and
motorcycle savvy, and able to travel locally to secure advertising contacts. High full commission based on performance.
Work is flexible and fun. Work from home, on the road and at events.

Send a casual cover letter to riderandmusicnews@gmail.com

Call 210-216-9953

